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ABSTRACT

The hybridization kinetics for a series of designed 25mer probe–target pairs having varying degrees of secondary structure have been measured by UV absorbance and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy in solution and on the surface, respectively. Kinetic rate constants derived from the resultant data decrease with increasing probe and target secondary structure similarly in both solution and surface environments. Specifically, addition of three intramolecular base pairs in the probe and target structure slow hybridization by a factor of two. For individual strands containing four or more intramolecular base pairs, hybridization cannot be described by a traditional two-state model in solution-phase nor on the surface. Surface hybridization rates are also 20- to 40-fold slower than solution-phase rates for identical sequences and conditions. These quantitative findings may have implications for the design of better biosensors, particularly those using probes with deliberate secondary structure.

INTRODUCTION

The process of hybridization, in which an oligonucleotide probe recognizes and binds to its complementary target, is the most vital component of DNA- and RNA-based biosensor technology. This technology, often used in conjunction with microarray surfaces, is being increasingly applied in gene sequencing, gene expression profiling and drug discovery. Factors such as ionic strength, sequence composition and temperature, which affect both surface (1,2) and solution-phase hybridization (3,4), have been characterized extensively. In fact, solution-phase hybridization studies have been so extensive that algorithms have been derived to quantitatively predict the thermodynamics of duplex formation for selected input sequences and conditions (5,6).

Similarly, algorithms have been designed to predict the folding or secondary structure present in single-stranded oligomers under various solution conditions (5,7,8). Not only does oligonucleotide secondary structure play an important role in biological recognition processes, but is also known to be an additional factor in duplex hybridization (9–11). Few studies, however, have attempted to quantitatively characterize the effects of sequence secondary structure on the kinetics and thermodynamics of hybridization in solution (12–15), or on the surface (16). With the advent of structured-probe biosensors, such as those incorporating hairpins, molecular beacons or aptamers, it becomes more important to understand these structural effects.

Generally, the intramolecular base pairs involved in secondary structure, stabilize single-strand conformation, creating a higher energy barrier to intermolecular hybridization. This, in turn, can slow hybridization kinetics. In practical biosensor applications, these effects are lessened by designing shorter single-stranded probe and target molecules or by increasing the ‘incubation’ temperature. Nevertheless, reducing strand length can also reduce biosensor detection sensitivity and increasing temperature, even to physiological values, does not always eliminate all effects (17). In addition, biosensors employing structured probes cannot be operated at high temperatures and maintain performance. As a result, there is a need for quantitative characterization of secondary structure effects on hybridization, particularly surface hybridization, using biosensor-relevant conditions.

To this end, we have systematically studied the effect of secondary structure on DNA–DNA hybridization kinetics both in solution and on the surface under identical conditions. We have used in situ UV absorbance and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy, respectively, to investigate duplex formation in a series of probe–target pairs containing varying well-defined degrees of secondary structure. Hybridization kinetic rates were suppressed as a function of individual strand secondary structure in a similar, clearly defined manner in solution and on the surface. Target hybridization on the surface was also 20–40 times slower than in solution for our system. In addition, probe and target pairs containing large amounts of secondary structure were shown to hybridize by a more complex mechanism than traditional two-state duplex formation. We have proposed, instead, a mechanism of fast nucleation and slow partial strand displacement.
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Table 1. Oligonucleotide sequences and nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Target (complementary to the corresponding probe)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P0</td>
<td>5'-GTGTCAAGATGTACGTCCTCAGAG-3'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>5'-AGATCGTGCTGCTGTACCTACGAG-3'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>5'-AGATCGTGCTGCTGTACTACGAGCA-3'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>5'-CTCTGAGAGTGACATCTTTGACGAAAC-3'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>5'-AAGTCATGACAGAGCAGCTATCT-3'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>5'-TGTCATGACAGAGCAGCTATCT-3'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

All oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). The sequences are listed in Table 1. All probe sequences employed in surface studies were modified at the 5' terminus with a six-carbon linker and thiol group (HS-(CH2)6-S). These sequences were received with a protecting group attached via disulfide bond. Before use, the protective disulfide bond was cleaved by incubating the oligonucleotides with 0.04 M DTT (Amersham Biosciences) in 0.17 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH = 8.0; Sigma) at room temperature for at least 16 h. The cleaved molecules were separated on a size-exclusion NAP-10 column (Amersham Biosciences). The concentration of thiolated DNA recovered from the column was determined by UV absorbance measurements at 260 nm (Varian Cary 100). All target and non-thiolated probe sequences employed in solution-phase studies were used as received.

Other chemicals employed in both solution-phase and surface studies were purchased from Sigma and used as received. These include mercaptohexanol (MCH), potassium dihydrogen phosphate (K2HPO4), sodium chloride (NaCl), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), Trizma hydrochloride, Trizma Base and SDS. All buffers and immobilization solutions were prepared with 18 MΩ-cm distilled water.

Sequence selection

In order to systematically study the effects of secondary structure on DNA hybridization kinetics, we designed a series of short oligomers using mFold (5,7,8). The selected 25mer sequences, shown in Table 1, contain varying numbers of base pairs involved in intramolecular folding. The nucleobases participating in the secondary structure predicted by mFold are underlined for clarity. Although some of these sequences were predicted to have more than one possible conformation, only the lowest energy structures are considered (and underlined) here. Under the conditions employed in these studies, P0 and T0 have no secondary structure and are treated as random coils. Sequence pairs P3T3 and P4T4 contain 3 and 4 bp, respectively, in a hairpin-like stem on each strand. In addition to these complementary pairs, we also present kinetic data for the mismatched duplex, P4T4, which contains two terminal base pair mismatches (A·A and C·C).

Solution-phase studies

We qualitatively characterized the secondary structure of each single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) sequence designed for these studies by thermal melting. The UV absorbance of 2 μM ssDNA in 1, 0.5 and 0.1 M NaCl/TE buffer (TE: 10 mM Tris, pH 7.6 and 1 mM EDTA) was monitored at 260 nm while the temperature was ramped from 20 to 80°C at a rate of 0.5°C/min (Varian Cary 100 with a Peltier thermostatable multicell holder, temperature accuracy <±0.3°C). The duplex stability of each probe–target pair was also measured via thermal melting experiments in the same buffers; the temperature was ramped from 20 to 88°C at a slower rate of 0.25°C/min.

Kinetics of DNA hybridization was measured in three different ionic strength buffers: 1, 0.5 and 0.1 M NaCl/TE. Before hybridization, all target and probe molecules were separately annealed by rapidly heating each sequence to 80°C and slowly cooling to 20°C over an hour. Hybridization was then observed by monitoring the decrease in UV absorbance at 260 nm upon mixing equal molar concentrations of probe and target solutions. These solutions were mixed via hand pipetting or syringe injection into an empty 1 cm path-length semi-micro quartz cuvette. The cell was pre-equilibrated at 20°C and hybridization was monitored at this fixed temperature. The decrease in UV absorbance, caused by hypochromism that occurs during duplex formation, was monitored until there was no appreciable absorbance change over time. For hand mixing, the time required for pipetting the solutions into the cuvette and securing the instrument cover was ~3 s; no kinetic data were collected during this time and the initial absorbance (at t = 0) was calculated based on the concentration and molecular extinction coefficients of the single strands mixed. For syringe injection, kinetic data were collected continuously, but reasonable UV absorbance values were not obtained until the injected solution volume reached the instrumental beam height in the cuvette. Time zero (t = 0) was assigned to this ‘reasonable’ point during the filling of the cuvette, although the uncertainty in this selection can be as much as ± 3 s. Nevertheless, we have found that varying the choice of time zero over this temporal range of uncertainty does not affect the kinetic rate constants obtained from fitting. In addition, the different mixing methods have no influence on the kinetic data obtained, as is demonstrated for P0T0 hybridization in 1 M NaCl/TE (Supplementary Figure S1).

Solution-phase kinetic analysis

The rate constants of solution-phase DNA hybridization were obtained by two different methods: linear and nonlinear second-order fits to the absorbance data. At time t, the concentration of ssDNA, C\text{t}, is calculated using the following equation:

\[ C_t = \frac{(A_t - A_\infty)}{(A_0 - A_\infty)} \cdot C_0, \]

where A\text{t} is the absorbance at time t, A\text{0} is the absorbance of the ssDNA at t = 0, A\text{∞} is the absorbance of the double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) at equilibrium and C\text{0} is the initial concentration of ssDNA. Hybridization of equal molar probe and target single strands can be described by second-order reaction kinetics:

\[ \frac{1}{C_t} - \frac{1}{C_0} = k_{on} \cdot t, \]
where \( k_{\text{on}} \) is the association rate constant. If we combine Equations 1 and 2, we find:

\[
A_t = A_0 + (A_\infty - A_0) \cdot \frac{C_0 \cdot k_{\text{on}} \cdot t}{1 + C_0 \cdot k_{\text{on}} \cdot t} \quad 3
\]

Dissociation rate constants are not considered in these equations because they are negligible for the conditions and sequences studied. As discussed below, all solution-phase hybridizations reach 100% completion. The rate constant, \( k_{\text{on}} \), can be obtained by calculation of \( C_t \) and linear fitting (Equation 2) or by nonlinear fits to the raw experimental data (Equation 3). For data which follow a two-state model, values of \( k_{\text{on}} \) obtained by either of these two fitting methods agree within 10% error.

**Surface studies**

**Surface fabrication.** The self-assembled DNA monolayers employed in all surface studies were fabricated according to a protocol developed previously in our laboratory (18). Briefly, the flat face of an SF-14 hemi-cylindrical prism was coated with ~1 nm chromium and ~50 nm gold after being cleaned with piranha solution (\( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4:\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) 7:3) for 10 min, rinsed with copious amounts of distilled water and dried under nitrogen. Thiolated DNA probe molecules were deprotected and used immediately. To obtain the probe densities used in these studies (4.5–6.8 \( \times 10^{12} \) molecules/cm\(^2\)), a solution of 0.5 \( \mu \)M probe in 1 M \( \text{KH}_2\text{PO}_4 \) was injected into an all-Teflon flow cell sealed to the prism via o-ring and reacted for 4–5 h. This injection was followed by ~50°C hot water rinse to remove non-specifically bound DNA probe molecules from the surface. The surface was then back-filled by exposure to 0.5 mM mercaptohexanol in 1 M \( \text{KH}_2\text{PO}_4 \) for 5–6 h and rinsed with hot water again. After surface fabrication was complete, the surface was treated with 0.4% SDS (by weight in water) for 5 min and rinsed with distilled water.

All hybridization data presented in this study were obtained on surfaces with similar probe density (4.5–6.8 \( \times 10^{12} \) molecules/cm\(^2\)). Because sequence content and secondary structure can affect the DNA probe coverage resulting from self assembly (19,20), the surface exposure time to both thiolated DNA probe and mercaptohexanol solutions was tuned in order to obtain probe densities in a narrow range.

**Hybridization and regeneration of the DNA probe surface**

Surface hybridization experiments were performed under the same ionic strength conditions used in the solution-phase studies at room temperature (\( \sim \)20°C). The probe surface was exposed to 1 \( \mu \)M ssDNA target strand in NaCl/TE buffer until equilibrium was attained. A control experiment, using non-complementary target, confirmed the absence of non-specific adsorption for each probe surface (data not shown). After hybridization, the probe surface (P\(_0\), P\(_3\) or P\(_4\)) was regenerated with 0.4% SDS and re-hybridized in various buffer solutions. We observed excellent reproducibility of hybridization kinetics and thermodynamics on the same surface, indicating the stability of probe films during experiments. Each probe surface could be SDS regenerated and re-hybridized \( > 10 \) times.

**SPR measurements**

All surface DNA hybridization kinetic measurements were carried out via SPR spectroscopy. Detailed explanation of SPR theory, our experimental setup and data analysis methods have been given in earlier works (18,21,22). Briefly, we use a home-built SPR angle-scanning instrument to measure \textit{in situ} reflectance from a gold-coated hemi-cylindrical prism at 632.8 nm. By fitting the obtained reflectivity profiles to a five-phase Fresnel optical model, we can obtain molecular surface coverage information. For the DNA submonolayers used in this study, probe and target coverages were determined by fixing the dielectric constant of the layer (\( \varepsilon_{\text{layer}} \)) at a value of 2.0 (19). Angularly dependent light scattering and ellipsometry studies have reported differences in \( \varepsilon_{\text{layer}} \) of 0.06–0.2 for ssDNA and dsDNA films (23,24). Our assumption of a single value of \( \varepsilon_{\text{layer}} \) for all probes with varying degrees of secondary structure, therefore, can cause at most 3% error in our coverage calculations. The refractive index increment (\( dn/dc \)) values for each individual strand employed in these studies were determined based on previous refractometer measurements of individual nucleotides and used to calculate surface coverage (19). It was assumed that the \( dn/dc \) value for \( dG \), although not measured, was similar to that of \( da \). Hybridization efficiencies were determined by taking the ratio of calculated target coverage to the immobilized probe coverage.

**Analysis of surface kinetics**

Observed hybridization rate constants were obtained by fitting hybridization efficiency data to the first-order Langmuir equation:

\[
\Gamma(t) = \Gamma_{\text{max}}[1 - \exp(-(k_{\text{eff}} \cdot C \cdot t))],
\]

where \( \Gamma_{\text{max}} \) is the maximal hybridization efficiency, \( k_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective rate constant for surface hybridization, and \( C \) is the target concentration (1 \( \mu \)M in this study). This equation assumes a homogeneous surface upon which all accessible binding sites are identical. In this work, dissociation rate constants are negligible (no target dissociation is observed during post-hybridization buffer rinse experiments) and therefore only one variable (\( k_{\text{eff}} \)) is considered in the fitting analysis for surface kinetic data. If the negligibly small dissociation rate constant was included as a second variable, then the resulting \( k_{\text{eff}} \) value obtained from fitting analysis would remain unchanged, although it would have a larger error.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Secondary structure**

In order to study the effects of ssDNA secondary structure on duplex formation, four sets of sequences were selected: P\(_3\)T\(_0\), P\(_3\)T\(_3\), P\(_3\)T\(_2\) and P\(_2\)T\(_3\) (Table 1). Each pair has a similar thermodynamic duplex stability but the number of base pairs involved in the individual ssDNA folded secondary structures varies. Duplex stability for each pair of sequences was confirmed by thermal melting experiments; all dsDNA pairs were found to have similar melting temperatures falling in a narrow range (\( \Delta T_m < 2°C \)) (Supplementary Figure S2). This result rules out any stability effects on solution-phase
and surface hybridization kinetics measured in this study, particularly for the P4T3 duplex, which contains a 2 bp terminal mismatch. The terminal mismatch apparently has almost no effect on the thermodynamic duplex stability.

The secondary structure of each individual ssDNA sequence was qualitatively observed by thermal melting experiments (Figure 1). Only results in 1 M NaCl/TE are displayed, but the single strands behave similarly at all other ionic strengths studied (0.1 and 0.5 M, data not shown), exhibiting identical trends in absorbance change and melting profile. In general, as single-strand secondary structure increases, the absorbance change upon melting increases and the curve acquires a more sigmoidal shape. This shape appears as a result of the two states emerging in the strand at low and high temperatures: folded and unfolded, respectively. The magnitude of the absorbance change increases as both the number of base pairs unfolding and the hypochromicity of the strand increases.

The absorbance change that occurs over the temperature range measured for the P0 and T0 strands (left panel in Figure 1) is the result of base stacking. As the temperature increases, bases un-stack and the overall strand extinction coefficient increases. No sigmoidal shape is evident in these melting curves, indicating the absence of a folded state at low temperatures. The melting temperatures (Tm) predicted by mFold for these strands under our solution conditions (denoted by the lines in Figure 1) also support a lack of secondary structure in these strands; the Tms are at or below 20°C, indicating unfolded, random conformations for both P0 and T0.

Other strand melting temperatures predicted by mFold agree qualitatively well with our experimental data. The vertical lines in Figure 1 occur near the inflection points of the sigmoidal datasets obtained for P3, T3, P4 and T4. Scheme 1 displays the general lowest energy structures predicted by mFold for these strands. Sequences P4 and T4 are capable of forming similar ‘hairpins’ having 4 bp in the stem, 10 bp in the loop and a 6 bp tail. These structures are very stable, having predicted ΔG20 values of −5.3 and −4.6 kcal/mol for P4 and T4, respectively. Similarly, sequences P3 and T3 are capable of forming ‘hairpins’ with 3 bp in the stem, 5 bp in the loop and two tails containing 4 and 10 bp. These structures are slightly less stable, having predicted ΔG20 values of −3.1 and −3.8 kcal/mol for P3 and T3, respectively.

Although sequences containing intramolecular hairpin structure, such as P4 and T4, could form intermolecular dimers (P4P4 and T4T4), for our experimental conditions (Figure 1), this is not the case. Concentration-dependent thermal melting studies of ssDNA and van’t Hoff analysis (Supplementary Figure S3) indicate that 90% of P4 strands and 100% of T4 strands exist as hairpins, rather than dimers at 20°C and 1 mM ssDNA. Therefore, we confine our discussion in this work to hairpin secondary structure.

**Solution-phase kinetic measurements**

We find that the presence of secondary structure in the individual single DNA strands slows the process of DNA hybridization profoundly. Figure 2 displays the solution-phase kinetics of duplex formation as monitored by UV absorbance spectroscopy and plotted in two different formats. A clear trend in the rate of absorbance change associated with hybridization is observed: P0T0 > P3T3 > P4T3 > P4T4. Duplexes P0T0, P3T3 and P4T3 form completely within 5 min, while the duplex having the most secondary structure in its single strands, P4T4, requires 1 h for formation. Although the kinetic data displayed in Figure 2 were measured in 0.5 M NaCl/TE, the same trend is observed for all other ionic strength buffers studied: 1 and 0.1 M NaCl/TE (Supplementary Figure S4).

Complete hybridization (100% efficiency) for all sequences was confirmed by thermally denaturing the duplexes immediately following single strand mixing and kinetic measurements. The same equilibrium denaturing value was re-established after slow strand annealing as was attained at ‘infinite time’ after room temperature mixing. For the hybridization of all sequences, the raw absorbance changes measured at room temperature scale well with the net number of base pairs formed during hybridization. For example, an absorbance change (ΔA) of 0.079 occurs during formation of the P0T0 duplex, which corresponds to the formation of 25 bp. However, the P4T4 individual single strands contain...
and P4T3, can be fit with a two-state model, whereas the ultr, a smaller total of eight pre-formed base pairs when mixed. As a res-

Figure 2. Kinetics of DNA hybridization in solution. [Probe] = [Target] = 1 µM, \( T = 20^\circ\text{C} \), and [NaCl] = 0.5 M. (A) Normalized absorbance change upon injection or hand mixing of single strands as a function of time. The raw values of AA at ‘infinite time’ or equilibrium are 0.079, 0.063, 0.049 and 0.053 for P0T0, P3T3, P4T3 and P4T4, respectively. These values generally scale with the net number of Watson–Crick base pairs formed during hybridization (for details see text). (B) Linearized absorbance data plotted as inverse concentration versus time. Solid lines are fits to the data and the slopes correspond to the second-order hybridization rate constant for each set of sequences. Mixing of P0T0, P3T3 and P4T3 was done by hand pipetting, while P4T4 was carried out by syringe injection.

tand P4T4 cannot. Indeed, P4T4 (Figure 2B) can be fit with a two-state model, whereas the P3T3 hybridization data cannot. Indeed, P4T4 (Figure 2B) requires two lines with different slopes to describe the duplex formation process. A simple two-state model is not appropriate for describing the hybridization of individual strands containing very stable intramolecular secondary structure, such as P4T4.

Rather, we propose that the two kinetic regimes measured for P4T4 can be explained by nucleation and zippering. According to Scheme 1, both P4 and T4 exist as hairpins, each with a 6 bp tail. The fast kinetic regime shown in Figure 2B may be the result of these tails nucleating or of their loops ‘kissing’, forming a partially hybridized species. The slow kinetic regime could then be caused by zippering of the remaining base pairs. This step is rate limiting because of the competition between intramolecular and intermolecular base pair formation. A slow displacement of the intramolecular base pairs in the hairpin stem must occur as the inter-
molecular base pairs are formed. Full-strand displacement of short oligomers has been measured by gel shift assay and shown to require hours for completion (25). Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy studies have also shown that spontaneous hairpin folding and unfolding in solution occurs in microseconds (26,27), indicating that our hybridization reactions are not limited by such a dissociative mechanistic step or pathway. In addition, the closed forms of the P4 and T4 strands are most likely favored under the room temperature, high-salt (>25 mM) conditions of our studies (28).

Table 2 lists the association rate constants determined from solution-phase and surface measurements in 0.5 M NaCl/TE. The surface association rate constants are discussed in the next section. For all four duplexes listed in the left panel of Table 2, the solution rate constants were obtained from fits to Equation 2, assuming that the entire absorbance change observed over time is caused by the formation of a full duplex (25 bp). For P4T4, a single rate constant cannot account for the data and values are provided for both the fast and slow kinetic regime.

For the fast kinetic regime, if we assume that the observed absorbance change is caused by the formation of a six nucleation base pair tail rather than all 25 bp and calculate a rate constant based on Equation 2, we find \( k_{\text{on}} = (12.5 \pm 0.4) \times 10^8 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1} \). This value agrees with the association rate constant measured for the probe–target pair devoid of any secondary structure, P0T0. This supports our proposed mechanism of tail nucleation followed by strand displacement for P4T4 during the fast kinetic regime.

**Surface kinetic measurements**

The trend observed for hybridization rates in solution is also observed for target hybridization to surface-immobilized probe ssDNA at all ionic strengths studied. Surface hybridization data measured in 0.5 M NaCl/TE are plotted in Figure 3 (for other ionic strength data see Supplementary Figure S5). Duplex P0T0 forms the fastest, reaching equilibrium in 3 min, while P4T4 is undoubtedly the slowest, requiring hours for complete duplex formation. This kinetic trend in rate constants, P0T0 > P3T3 > P4T3 > P4T4, is clearly displayed by the normalized data presented in the inset of Figure 3. Given the results in solution, this trend is reasonable. However, there are results in the literature that suggest probe and target secondary structure do not affect surface hybridization rate (16).

We do, nevertheless, find significant differences between solution and surface hybridization kinetics, discussed below, and hybridization thermodynamics. Solution-phase hybridizations are able to achieve 100% hybridization efficiency or completion given equal molar quantities of probe and target, while surface hybridizations reach only 15–25%
efficiency under conditions of target saturation. This is most probably a consequence of the steric and electrostatic hindrance caused by the confinement of ssDNA on the surface; a large percentage of probe is not target accessible. Duplexes \( P_0 T_0, P_3 T_3 \) and \( P_4 T_3 \) also achieve the same efficiency within our \( \sim 7\% \) coverage calculation error associated with assumption of an isotropic refractive index for DNA (19) and our surface-to-surface variation of 8–9\%. Duplex \( P_4 T_4 \), however, only attains 15\% efficiency after 30 min. Secondary structure clearly imposes some additional thermodynamic barrier to hybridization, which is particularly dominant at low ionic strengths (Supplementary Figure S5C).

Secondary structure effects on surface hybridization kinetics are quantitated by fitting the measured data to a traditional Langmuir model, Equation 4. Effective association rate constants, determined by fitting the first 30 minutes of hybridization data, are listed in the right panel of Table 2. Values obtained are independent of probe density, as we limited the surfaces studied to a narrow density range, 4.5–6.8 \( \times 10^{12} \) molecules/cm\(^2\). We have shown previously that kinetics can vary over wide ranges of probe density, but remain virtually unaffected by densities in narrow or similar regimes (29).

As secondary structure increases, the uncertainty (error) obtained from fitting the data to a Langmuir model beyond 30 min increases. For \( P_0 T_0 \), the error associated with the hybridization rate constant is 5–7\% for all time scales fit, whereas the error obtained from fitting \( P_3 T_3 \) hybridization is 30\% on long time scales (2 h). The Langmuir model, however, completely fails to fit the \( P_4 T_4 \) data beyond 30 min; the hybridization process is very slow and does not follow a simple two-state physical mechanism (for data fits see Supplementary Figure S5). Another model, such as that used to describe hybridization to structured probes containing G-quartets (29,30), could be applied to the \( P_4 T_4 \) system. Additional fitting parameters needed to describe the rates of folding and unfolding of the probe may add uncertainty. This model was found to predict faster hybridization rates for probes containing secondary structure compared to ‘random’ sequences, in contrast to our observed trend. Clearly better models are needed to describe the surface data, perhaps including site interactions.

**Comparison of surface and solution-phase results**

DNA hybridization has been studied extensively in bulk solution and on a variety of solid supports using a number of different experimental techniques and conditions. Because of differences in ionic strength, pH, strand sequence and concentration, temperature, and buffer additives, it is often difficult to compare measurements of hybridization in solution and on the surface. It is known that the solid support affects DNA hybridization on surfaces (31), but few studies have attempted to systematically quantify this effect. The lack of in situ experimental comparative data makes it difficult to predict the performance of surface biosensors from calculated or observed solution-phase behavior.

Here, we have systematically studied the kinetics of DNA hybridization in both surface and solution-phase environments. Of course, our comparison is based on measurements from two techniques monitoring different events: solution-phase UV absorbance measurements probing base pair formation and SPR measurements indirectly probing ‘target recognition’. Recent work (32) suggests that surface analytical methods such as QCM and SPR do not detect complete duplex hybridization, but instead, detect duplex nucleation or ‘initial target recognition’. Their voltammetry studies indicate that complete zippering of the duplex on the surface requires hours instead of the mere minutes measured under the same conditions by QCM. Nevertheless, it has long been accepted that the rate-limiting step in solution-phase DNA hybridization of short strands such as those studied here is nucleation (33). As a result, solution-phase hybridization rates reflecting nucleation or some combination of nucleation and displacement, are comparable to SPR measurements.

For each of our sequence pairs, the associative kinetics of surface DNA hybridization are suppressed by a factor of 20- to 40-fold compared to solution-phase hybridization (Table 2). This result compares favorably with the 5- to 10-fold suppression in hybridization rates of 22mers observed with FRET on microparticles (34). In general, surface suppression is likely caused by steric and electrostatic hindrance present in the DNA probe film as well as conformational restriction of the surface-tethered strands. As a result, the surface kinetic suppression factor we have determined for thiolated DNA immobilized on gold will likely be affected by changes in probe attachment and density. Based on previous studies (1,32,35), we predict that DNA hybridization rates will increase at lower probe densities and for probe films containing spacers, but it is not clear at this time whether any measurable, biosensor-relevant condition exists for which solution and surface hybridization rates agree.

We have also observed that secondary structure present in the individual DNA single strands suppresses the DNA hybridization kinetics in both the surface and solution-phase environments. Figure 4 displays this suppression with a plot of measured solution and surface associative rate constants versus the degree of secondary structure in the...
duplex-forming probe and target strands (combined $\Delta G_{20}^e$ values calculated from mFold for each strand). The measured hybridization rate constants in solution and on the surface have a similar linear relationship with the stability of secondary structure when scaled. A previous solution–surface comparison (16) also reported a secondary structure trend in hybridization kinetics for a series of designed hairpins, but only in solution. No dependence on secondary structure was observed for fluorescence-based surface studies with identical sequences. This may have been caused by excessive probe loss during the ex situ rinsing of the probe-modified beads employed or by probe-surface fluorophore quenching.

The data in Figure 4 suggest that adding three intramolecular base pairs to the probe and target strands involved in duplex formation ($\sim$6 kcal/mol combined stability) causes a 2-fold decrease in hybridization rate both in solution and on the surface. This exact factor could change slightly depending on the sequence composition, length or structure selected in the probe design process. In general, adding a G-C rather than an A-T base pair to the stem causes greater hairpin stability and could decrease the hybridization kinetics more profoundly. The size and rigidity of the hairpin loop have been shown to affect thermodynamic stability (26,36,37) and could also affect duplex formation rates. In addition, the length of hairpin ‘tails’, which can be sites for duplex nucleation according to our proposed hybridization mechanism, may be important to kinetic rates. Nevertheless, we have provided a general relationship between the stability of secondary structure in the individual strands involved and the resultant hybridization kinetics. Although they are suppressed, the DNA hybridization rates observed on the surface mirror those measured in solution. This finding may have implications for the selection of experimental conditions and probe sequences used in conjunction with surface-based biosensors.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have shown that probe and target secondary structure affect the DNA hybridization kinetics both in solution and on the surface. Although the planar gold surface and probe layer environment suppress the measured rates 20- to 40-fold, the effects of secondary structure are similar in solution and surface environments. We have provided a general correlation between probe and target intramolecular structures predicted by computational algorithms such as mFold and the hybridization kinetics observed for these species. These results may be applied to ongoing work in our lab on aptamer-based biosensors and, more generally, to probe design for other DNA-based sensors.

**SUPPLEMENTARY DATA**

Supplementary Data are available at NAR online.
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